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Naish Boardriding

At Naish we’re not afraid to tread our own path.  Based on Maui, Hawaii, we 
began life as an innovative windsurfing company and over the years, have 
evolved and grown into the brand you see today.  With wind, water and waves 
in our blood, team Naish has always looked for new and exciting ways to help 
everyone enjoy the world of boardriding.   Proud of our heritage, we embrace 
our past while constantly looking forward for ways to improve.

Today we are a leading force in windsurfing, kiteboarding, and stand up 
paddling.  With multiple world championship titles in each sport and tens of 
thousands of sails, kites, and boards under our belt, we truly live and breath 
boardriding.  Through innovative designs and engineering, state-of-the-art 
production techniques and advanced materials, Naish continues to push the 
envelope with industry leading boardriding products year after year.

Whether you windsurf, kiteboard or stand up paddle, you can be confident 
that we have just what you need to take your riding to the next level, 
regardless of your skill set.  

Naish delivers premium quality boardriding products that you can depend on 
session after session, day after day, for years to come.

Aloha,
Robby Naish
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The Draft is a high performance freeride kite that excels at hooked-in riding, 
hang time and racing. This state-of-the-art design has powerful lift for 
boosting big airs and long gliding jumps.  

The Draft features a Static Bridle Platform. This eliminates the pulley and 
keeps the kite stable and driving forward for unrivaled windward performance 
and downwind speed.  

The Draft has five struts on the 7, 9 and 12 sizes for added control in strong 
winds and three struts on the 14 and 17 sizes for light wind performance and 
faster turning. Stability, high floating jumps, and speed are characteristics 
that define the Draft.

draFt
Sizes: 7, 9, 12, 14, 17

High Performance Freeride/Race

KiTES: DRAFT

key Features:
• Powerful lift for long gliding jumps

• Static bridle Platform for stability and forward drive

• excels at hooked-in riding, hang time and racing

• Five struts on the 7, 9, 12 for windward performance 

   in higher winds

• three struts on the 14, 17 for lightweight, light wind   

   performance and faster turning

Recommended Control System: Universal Control System
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KiTES: DRAFT

draFt technology
Five struts on the 7, 9, 12 = Control for windward 

performance in higher winds

three struts on the 14, 17 = Lightweight, light wind 

performance and faster turning

static Bridle Platform = Eliminates the pulley and keeps 

the kite stable and driving forward

locked-in center of effort = Stability at different angles of 

attack to maintain forward drive and reduce back stall
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low drag Wing tip
This wing tip geometry reduces 
the overall surface area of the 
non-lifting portion, which greatly 
reduces drag. The more efficient 
the lift/drag ratio becomes, the 
faster the wing tip can move 
through the air. This allows the 
kite to be both quicker and more 
responsive through turns.

evolutive Profile
The profile’s depth and shape evolves along the airfoil. The 
center sections generate power and speed. The tips are fast 
turning and minimize drag. This creates a fast flying, stable 
kite with less back stalling.

radial load distribution
All wing tips are designed with seams 
running parallel to the load generated by 
the flying lines. These seams carry most 
of the load, and spread it higher into the 
canopy. This construction avoids fatigue 
on the fabric and in the wing tip area.

Power Foil canopy
The Power Foil Canopy has 
horizontal seam shaping.
The result is a kite that
creates instant lift.

octopus inflation system
This proven, quick and 
easy single-point inflation 
system creates uniform 
pressure in the struts and 
leading edge. The Naish 
exclusive one-way internal 
valve ensures that the 
pressure in the struts
does not change
during turns.

solid Frame construction
Every strut is attached to a frame 
of heavy duty Dacron that is then 
sewn onto the canopy for unmatched 
resistance to wear and heavy loads.

radial segmented arc
The Radial Segmented shape uses short linear 
segments to accurately form the kite’s arc.
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The Torch is designed for freestyle riders who demand a state-of-the-art, fast 
flying C-kite with precision response for hooked in and unhooked riding.

Weight was reduced on the 2014 Torch by implementing reduced diameter struts, 
which increases the low-end power and improves handling.  Power is delivered 
smoothly on the Torch, while the depower is similar to that of a bridled kite due to 
its ability to fly fast through the air.

The Torch is the #1 kite of choice for dedicated freestyle and unhooked wave riders.

torch
Sizes:  5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14

Pro Performance Freestyle

key Features:
• NeW reduced diameter Struts = Improves low-end
   power & handling + lightweight

• Precision response for hooked in and unhooked riding

• direct bar feel

• Solid power through the turns

• Superior unhooked control

KiTES: ToRCH

Recommended Control System: Shift System
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torch technology

direct response steering
The-angle-of-attack on the wing tips has 
been increased to keep them more actively 
engaged. When bar input is added, the 
wing tip instantly reacts 
and produces drag, while 
the opposite wing tip 
instantly accelerates. 
This allows the kite to 
turn quicker.

shift system Platform
The Shift System has the 5th line locked in one direction (at the 
split of the front line) so that it can only be pulled from the rider’s 
side. This depowers the kite instantly. It also supports the arc, 
allowing the Torch to have a small leading-edge diameter for 
superior performance.

c-shape
This proven airframe design 
delivers maximum pop and 
lift. The non-swept outline 
aligns the center of effort 
with the tow point for 
perfect loading through the 
canopy at all times, resulting 
in power through the turn.

evolutive Profile
The profile’s depth and 
shape evolves along 
the airfoil. The center 
sections generate power 
and speed. The tips are 
fast turning and minimize 
drag. This creates a fast 
flying, stable kite with 
less back stalling.

radial segmented c-shape
The Radial Segmented C-shape 
generates the C-arc using short 
linear segments to accurately 
form the kite’s arc.

radial load distribution
All wing tips are designed with seams 
running parallel to the load generated by 
the flying lines. These seams carry most 
of the load, and spread it higher into the 
canopy. This construction avoids fatigue 
on the fabric and in the wing tip area.
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Power Foil canopy
The Power Foil Canopy has 
horizontal seam shaping.
The result is a kite that
creates instant lift.

octopus inflation system
This proven, quick and 
easy single-point inflation 
system creates uniform 
pressure in the struts and 
leading edge. The Naish 
exclusive one-way internal 
valve ensures that the 
pressure in the struts
does not change
during turns.

solid Frame construction
Every strut is attached to a frame 
of heavy duty Dacron that is then 
sewn onto the canopy for unmatched 
resistance to wear and heavy loads.

KiTES: ToRCH
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The Park is one kite that does it all for any rider, any style, in any condition.  Designed 
with fun in mind, the Park provides an easy ride, the power to boost and the handling to 
hit the lip with style.
 
The powerful profile gives the rider outstanding low-end power and consistent pull 
over a wide range of wind speeds.  Reduced diameter struts were also implemented for 
increased low-end power, improved aerodynamics and reduced weight.  The Compact 
C outline and three-strut design create a stable and responsive kite.  The Park uses just 
enough sweep to maximize depower and allow for easy relaunch.  

The new Static Bridle Platform improves forward flying, acceleration out of turns, 
stability, instant response and direct bar feel. These characteristics are essential for 
wave/unhooked riding.

Park
Sizes:  5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14

Performance Freeride/Freestyle/Wave

key Features:
• NeW Static bridle Platform = Improves forward flying & acceleration
   out of turns + direct bar feel

• NeW reduced diameter Struts = Improves low-end power &
   handling + lightweight

• responsive handling

• easy water relaunch

• Unmatched versatility

KiTES: PARk

Recommended Control System: Universal Control System
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alaNa
Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12

Women’s Freeride/Freestyle/Wave

key Features:
• Static bridle Platform = Improves forward flying & acceleration
   out of turns + direct bar feel

• reduced diameter Struts = Improves low-end power &
   handling + lightweight

• responsive handling

• easy water relaunch

• Unmatched versatility

KiTES: ALAnA

Recommended Control System: alana Control System

The Alana is designed for women riders looking for 
an all-around kite with freeriding, freestyle and wave 
riding versatility.
 
Based on the Park design, the Alana features a 
Compact C outline and three-strut shape for stability, 
responsive steering, maximum depower and easy water 
relaunch.
 
The Alana’s profile is the same as the Park for 
consistent pull over a wide range of wind speeds.  It 
also features a Static Bridle Platform for forward flying, 
acceleration out of turns, stability, instant response 
and direct bar feel.
 
The Alana is the ideal kite for women that demand 
performance in a wide range of conditions.
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KiTES: PARk & ALAnA

Park & alaNa technology
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low drag Wing tip
This wing tip geometry reduces the 
overall surface area of the non-
lifting portion, which greatly reduces 
drag. The more efficient the lift/drag 
ratio becomes, the faster the wing 
tip can move through the air. This 
allows the kite to be both quicker 
and more responsive through turns.

anti-stiction Window
The wing tip features a flow-through window, 
which reduces static friction and allows for 
easy relaunch by letting water drain instantly.

NeW static Bridle Platform
Eliminates the pulley and keeps the kite 
stable and driving forward.

compact c
The Compact C-shape blends 
the pop and lift of a C-kite with 
the power, control and turning 
of a swept leading edge kite. In 
addition, it provides ideal re-
launch capabilities.

evolutive Profile
The profile’s depth and shape evolves along the airfoil.
The center sections generate power and speed. The tips 
are fast turning and minimize drag.
This creates a fast flying, stable
kite with less back stalling.

radial segmented arc
The Radial Segmented shape 
uses short linear segments to 
accurately form the kite’s arc.

radial load distribution
All wing tips are designed with seams 
running parallel to the load generated by 
the flying lines. These seams carry most 
of the load, and spread it higher into the 
canopy. This construction avoids fatigue 
on the fabric and in the wing tip area.

Power Foil canopy
The Power Foil Canopy has 
horizontal seam shaping.
The result is a kite that
creates instant lift.

octopus inflation system
This proven, quick and 
easy single-point inflation 
system creates uniform 
pressure in the struts and 
leading edge. The Naish 
exclusive one-way internal 
valve ensures that the 
pressure in the struts
does not change
during turns.

solid Frame construction
Every strut is attached to a frame 
of heavy duty Dacron that is then 
sewn onto the canopy for unmatched 
resistance to wear and heavy loads.
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The Ride is for everyday kiteboarders looking for ease and simplicity.
 
The lightweight, two-strut design provides superior low end performance 
due to its fuller center section, as well as faster inflation and smaller 
packing for easy transport.
 
The Ride has rounded wing tips, which allow the kite to rotate with less 
drag while resting on the water. This makes for extremely easy water 
relaunching characteristics.
 
It also has a slightly flatter arc compared to other kites, which gives it 
more punch when sheeting in and provides that nice sheet-in and go feel 
and easy jumping.

ride
Sizes:  4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14

All-around Performance Freeride

key Features:
• lightweight, two-strut design

• effortless water relaunch characteristics

• Sheet-in and go feel and easy jumping

• Superior low-end performance

• incredible wing stability while resting on the water

KiTES: RiDe

Recommended Control System: Base Control System
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KiTES: RiDe

ride technology

slightly flatter arc = Improves low-end performance 
and water relaunch

Bridle attachment higher up = More solid arc,
which improves water relaunch and kite stability

super lightweight, anodized alloy pulley =
Reduces weight and increases durability

two-strut design  = Lightweight and amazing
low-end power

Mini-battens = Profile stability at low angle of attack

swept back wingtip shaping  =
Improves water relaunch
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low drag Wing tip
This wing tip geometry reduces the overall 
surface area of the non-lifting portion, 
which greatly reduces drag. The more 
efficient the lift/drag ratio becomes, the 
faster the wing tip can move through the 
air. This allows the kite to be both quicker 
and more responsive through turns.

radial load distribution
All wing tips are designed with seams 
running parallel to the load generated 
by the flying lines. These seams carry 
most of the load, and spread it higher 
into the canopy. This construction 
avoids fatigue on the fabric and in the 
wing tip area.

Power Foil canopy
The Power Foil Canopy has 
horizontal seam shaping.
The result is a kite that
creates instant lift.

octopus inflation system
This proven, quick and 
easy single-point inflation 
system creates uniform 
pressure in the struts and 
leading edge. The Naish 
exclusive one-way internal 
valve ensures that the 
pressure in the struts
does not change
during turns.

solid Frame construction
Every strut is attached to a frame 
of heavy duty Dacron that is then 
sewn onto the canopy for unmatched 
resistance to wear and heavy loads.

evolutive Profile
The profile’s depth and shape evolves along the airfoil. The 
center sections generate power and speed. The tips are fast 
turning and minimize drag. This creates a fast flying, stable 
kite with less back stalling.

radial segmented arc
The Radial Segmented shape uses short linear segments
 to accurately form the kite’s arc.

swept compact c
The Swept Compact C-shape blends 
the pop and lift of a C-kite with the 
power, control and turning of a swept 
leading edge kite. In addition, it 
provides ideal re-launch capabilities.

anti-stiction Window
The wing tip features a flow-
through window, which reduces 
static friction and allows for easy 
relaunch by letting water drain 
instantly.
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The Fly is designed for freeriding and freestyle in light to marginal wind conditions.

It is exceptionally lightweight for its size and has amazing low-end power. This 
is primarily due to the Fly’s proven two-strut, easy-handling design, which also 
provides superior turning and control. 

The Fly utilizes swept back wingtip shaping, which improves water relaunching in 
light wind conditions.

Fly
Size: 15

Light Wind Freeride

key Features:
• two-strut design

• exceptionally lightweight 

• amazing low-end power and wind range

• Superior turning and control

• easy water relaunch in light winds

• 6m extension lines included with kite

KiTES: FLy

Recommended Control System: Universal Control System
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Fly technology
KiTES: FLy

super lightweight, anodized alloy pulley =
reduces weight and increases durability

compact c
The Compact C-shape blends 
the pop and lift of a C-kite with 
the power, control and turning 
of a swept leading edge kite.  In 
addition, it provides ideal re-
launch capabilities.

Center oF eFFort

tow Point
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low drag Wing tip
This wing tip geometry reduces the overall 
surface area of the non-lifting portion, 
which greatly reduces drag. The more 
efficient the lift/drag ratio becomes, the 
faster the wing tip can move through the 
air. This allows the kite to be both quicker 
and more responsive through turns.

radial load distribution
All wing tips are designed with seams 
running parallel to the load generated 
by the flying lines. These seams carry 
most of the load, and spread it higher 
into the canopy. This construction 
avoids fatigue on the fabric and in the 
wing tip area.

Power Foil canopy
The Power Foil Canopy has 
horizontal seam shaping.
The result is a kite that
creates instant lift.

octopus inflation system
This proven, quick and 
easy single-point inflation 
system creates uniform 
pressure in the struts and 
leading edge. The Naish 
exclusive one-way internal 
valve ensures that the 
pressure in the struts
does not change
during turns.

evolutive Profile
The profile’s depth and shape evolves along the airfoil. The 
center sections generate power and speed. The tips are fast 
turning and minimize drag. This creates a fast flying, stable 
kite with less back stalling.

radial segmented arc
The Radial Segmented Arc generates the arc using short linear 
segments to accurately form the kite’s arc.

anti-stiction Window
The wing tip features a flow-
through window, which reduces 
static friction and allows for easy 
relaunch by letting water drain 
instantly.

two-strut design = Lightweight and amazing low-end power Mini-battens = Profile stability at low angle of attack

center of effort tow point alignment = Stability swept back wingtip shaping = Improves water relaunch
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The Trip is an innovative, no strut design that can be summarized 
in one word - simplicity.

It is ideal for intermediate-to-advanced riders who want one 
compact kite for traveling, freeriding, wave riding and snow kiting. 
The Trip packs up 30% smaller than a kite with struts.  

This no-strut design has incredible low-end power and excellent 
bar feel for effortless jumping, wave riding and cruising.

triP
Size: 10

Travel/Freeride/Wave

key Features:
• Simplicity

• Packs up small for travel

• low-end power for light wind kiting

• excellent bar feel for comfort

KiTES: TRiP

Recommended Control System: Base Control System
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KiTES: TRiP

triP technology
No-strut design  = Lightweight and low-end power for light wind

swept compact c
The Swept Compact C-shape blends the pop and lift of a C-kite 
with the power, control and turning of a swept leading edge 
kite. In addition, it provides ideal re-launch capabilities.

compact storage  = Packs up 30% smaller than a kite with struts

Mini-Battens  = Stability for any angle of attack

anti-stiction Window
The wing tip features a flow-through 
window, which reduces static friction and 
allows for easy relaunch by letting water 
drain instantly.
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evolutive Profile
The profile’s depth and shape evolves along the airfoil. The 
center sections generate power and speed. The tips are fast 
turning and minimize drag. This creates a fast flying, stable kite 
with less back stalling. radial load distribution

All wing tips are designed with seams 
running parallel to the load generated 
by the flying lines. These seams carry 
most of the load, and spread it higher 
into the canopy. This construction 
avoids fatigue on the fabric and in the 
wing tip area.

low drag Wing tip
This wing tip geometry reduces the 
overall surface area of the non-lifting 
portion, which greatly reduces drag. 
The more efficient the lift/drag ratio 
becomes, the faster the wing tip can 
move through the air. This allows 
the kite to be both quicker and more 
responsive through turns.

Power Foil canopy
The Power Foil Canopy has 
horizontal seam shaping.
The result is a kite that
creates instant lift.

radial segmented arc
The Radial Segmented Arc generates the arc using short linear 
segments to accurately form the kite’s arc.
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The Xeon is designed for first time kiteboarders looking for a 
simple, easy-to-use, ready-to-fly trainer kite package.  It is the 
ideal choice for beginners who want to learn the basics of steering 
and kite positioning while on land.

xeoN
Sizes:  1.3, 2.0

Beginner/Trainer kite

key Features:
• Mylar reinforced nose to protect against high-speed impacts

• reinforced bridle attachments for superior durability

• internal seam construction for stable canopy shape

• alloy control bar with 20 meter flying lines 

• over-the-shoulder carry case
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kite characteristics
KiTES: CHARACTeRiSTiCS
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Vertical seam struts
A reduction in the number of pieces used in the struts means 
more precision in defining the canopy profile. The seams are 
also reinforced with an extra layer of webbing, and double 
zigzag stitches to avoid breakage.

2-piece leading edge
This construction provides better twist control of the leading 
edge, and improves turning performance.

Deflate valve double velcro closure
The deflate valve has a double-Velcro closure design to ensure 
closure during impact.

Reinforced strut zippers
A double-Velcro flat enclosure ensures that the zipper will 
not fail under load.

one-way inflation valves
All LE inflation valves incorporate a ball system to eliminate air 
escape when removing the pump nozzle.

inflation pressure gauge
All Naish pumps include a built-in inflation pressure gauge. 
This provides optimum bladder pressure to maximize the 
kite’s performance.

easy access zipper placement
Extremely easy access to the internal valve when replacing bladders.

Molded Te reinforcement
Optimal trailing edge protection with a molded reinforcement 
at the end of each strut.

Aramid patches
Patches along LE segments to protect the seams.

Molded bumpers
Large thermo-molded bumpers wrap around the leading 
edge, which provide seam protection when landing and 
launching the kite.

KiTES: ConSTRUCTion

kite construction
from bladders to stitching, every naish kite has been meticulously 
checked to pass the highest quality control in the industry.
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WiNd raNge chart
this wind Range Chart is based on a kiteboarder of average skill, weighing 170lbs/75kg and riding a 
134cm x 41cm twin tip board.  Kite size will vary depending on rider weight, board size and skill level.

KiTES: WinD RAnge

Knots 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

M/S 4.1 6.1 8.2 10.2 12.3 14.4 16.4 18.5 20.5

alaNa

6

8

10

12

Knots 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

M/S 4.1 6.1 8.2 10.2 12.3 14.4 16.4 18.5 20.5

Fly

15

Knots 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

M/S 4.1 6.1 8.2 10.2 12.3 14.4 16.4 18.5 20.5
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Knots 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

M/S 4.1 6.1 8.2 10.2 12.3 14.4 16.4 18.5 20.5
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Knots 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40
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Knots 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

M/S 4.1 6.1 8.2 10.2 12.3 14.4 16.4 18.5 20.5
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Pro Performance 5-line Control System 

The Shift System features a reduced diameter bar with a new
Memory Core for a comfortable, ergonomic grip.  The new V2 Bar
Center has been re-designed, providing smoother line entry to
reduce wear and tear.

The Shift System features a High-Y connection which incorporates 
an active 5th line for control over the leading edge arc, making it the 
perfect control system for hooked in and unhooked riding.

It also features a single PU coated trimline to minimize wear and reduce 
excess bulk in the middle of the bar.  The Vario Bar End Adjustment 
allows the rider to change the bar length from 16” to 18” (40 to 45 cm) 
to fine tune steering.  

key Features:
• neW Memory Core for comfortable, ergonomic grip
• neW V2 Bar Center provides smoother line entry to reduce wear & tear
• Above-the-bar trim adjustment
• Auto positioning Smart Loop
• Single PU-coated trimline to minimize wear and reduce bulk
• Through-the-bar flagging line
• Premium safety leash with quick release
• Back flying line adjustment under floaters
• Powerflex bar ends & floaters
• Vario Bar End Adjustment = 16”- 18” (40-45 cm)

Performance 4-line Control System

The Universal Control System features a reduced diameter bar with a 
new Memory Core for a comfortable, ergonomic grip.  The new V2 Bar 
Center has been re-designed, providing smoother line entry to reduce 
wear and tear.

The Vario Bar End Adjustment allows the rider to change the bar length 
from 18” to 20” (45 to 51 cm) to fine tune steering.  The Low-V swivel 
with an integrated pulley connects the front flying lines at the lowest 
configuration possible to keep lines straight and provide a front line 
flagging leash.

key Features:
• neW Memory Core for comfortable, ergonomic grip
• neW V2 Bar Center provides smoother line entry to reduce wear & tear
• Smart Loop with below-the-bar trim adjustment
• Auto positioning Smart Loop
• Graduated trimline marking
• Low-V swivel front line connection
• Through-the-bar flagging line
• Premium safety leash with quick release
• Back flying line adjustment under floaters
• Powerflex bar ends & floaters
• Vario Bar End Adjustment = 18”- 20” (45-51 cm)

coNtrol systems

Shift System Universal Control System
Simplified 4-line Control System

The Base Control System features a stainless steel line-cluster with 
a simplified V-design providing easy release and reload.  It also 
features a reduced diameter bar with a high texture embossed grip.  

The Vario Bar End Adjustment allows the rider to change the bar 
length from 18” to 20” (45 to 51 cm) to fine tune steering.

key Features:
• Stainless steel Low-V line cluster for easy release and reload
• Honeycomb embossed, high texture grip
• Bold blue/red color-coded bar for easy left/right recognition
• Smart Loop with below-the-bar trim adjustment
• Auto positioning Smart Loop
• Graduated trimline marking
• Through-the-bar flagging line
• Premium safety leash with quick release
• Back flying line adjustment under floaters
• Powerflex bar ends & floaters
• Vario Bar End Adjustment = 18”- 20” (45-51 cm)

KiTES: ConTRoL SySTeMS

Base Control System
Women’s Performance 4-line Control System

Designed specifically for women, the Alana Control System features a 
reduced sized Smart Loop and bar throw.  The bar width has also been 
reduced for more forgiving steering on smaller sized kites.

It also features a reduced diameter bar with a new Memory Core for a 
comfortable, ergonomic grip.  The new V2 Bar Center has been re-designed, 
providing smoother line entry to reduce wear and tear.

The Vario Bar End Adjustment allows the rider to change the bar length 
from 16” to 18” (40 to 45 cm).  The Low-V swivel with an integrated pulley 
connects the front flying lines at the lowest configuration possible to keep 
lines straight and provide a front line flagging leash.
 

key Features:
• neW Reduced sized Smart Loop optimized for smaller riders
• neW Reduced bar throw optimized for smaller riders
• neW Reduced bar width for more forgiving steering on smaller sized kites
• neW Memory Core for comfortable, ergonomic grip
• neW V2 Bar Center provides smoother line entry to reduce wear & tear
• Smart Loop with below-the-bar trim adjustment
• Auto positioning Smart Loop
• Graduated trimline marking
• Low-V swivel front line connection
• Through-the-bar flagging line
• Premium safety leash with quick release
• Back flying line adjustment under floaters
• Powerflex bar ends & floaters
• Vario Bar End Adjustment = 16”- 18” (40-45 cm)

Alana Control System
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Performance 4-line Control System for racing

Designed for high performance kite racing, the Race Control System features 
a state-of-the-art double pulley system for unmatched trim range and 
allows the rider to  maintain correct body positioning while racing in a wide 
variety of wind conditions.

It also features a reduced diameter bar with a new Memory Core for a 
comfortable, ergonomic grip.  The new V2 Bar Center has been re-designed, 
providing smoother line entry to reduce wear and tear.

The Vario Bar End Adjustment allows the rider to change the bar length from 
18” to 20” (45 to 51 cm) to fine tune steering.  The lightweight stainless steel 
line-cluster with a simplified V-design provides easy release and reload.

key Features:
• neW Double pulley system with super lightweight, anodized alloy pulleys
• neW Race performance 1.1mm Spectra flying lines (27m)
• neW Lightweight, anodized alloy Cobra Cleat
• neW Memory Core for comfortable, ergonomic grip
• neW V2 Bar Center provides smoother line entry to reduce wear & tear
• Stainless steel Low-V line cluster for easy release and reload
• Smart Loop with below-the-bar trim adjustment
• Auto positioning Smart Loop
• Through-the-bar flagging line
• Premium safety leash with quick release
• Back flying line adjustment under floaters
• Powerflex bar ends & floaters
• Vario Bar End Adjustment = 18”- 20” (45-51 cm)

KiTES: ConTRoL SySTeMS

coNtrol systems

Race Control System
Performance 4-line Control System with above-the-bar
trim adjustment

The ATB Universal Control System features above-the-bar trimming 
adjustment and a reduced diameter bar with a new Memory Core for 
a comfortable, ergonomic grip.  The new V2 Bar Center has been re-
designed, providing smoother line entry to reduce wear and tear.  It also 
features a new PU coated trimline to minimize wear.
 
The Vario Bar End Adjustment allows the rider to change the bar length 
from 18” to 20” (45 to 51 cm) to fine tune steering.  The Low-V swivel 
with an integrated pulley connects the front flying lines at the lowest 
configuration possible to keep lines straight and provide a front line 
flagging leash.

key Features:
• neW Memory Core for comfortable, ergonomic grip
• neW V2 Bar Center provides smoother line entry to reduce wear & tear
• neW PU coated trimline to minimize wear
• Above-the-bar trim adjustment
• Auto positioning Smart Loop
• Low-V swivel front line connection
• Through-the-bar flagging line
• Premium safety leash with quick release
• Back flying line adjustment under floaters
• Powerflex bar ends & floaters
• Vario Bar End Adjustment = 18”- 20” (45-51 cm)

ATB Universal Control System
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ge F H

a) Color-coded, thermo-molded eVa and embossed grip with Memory Core for
comfortable, ergonomic grip

b) V2 bar Center for smoother line entry to reduce wear & tear

C) graduated trimline marking provides visual trim positioning

d) low-V swivel front line connection reduces front twist

e) Premium safety leash with quick release for easy operation and reload

F) back flying line adjustment under floaters provides clean internal steering line adjustment

g) Powerflex bar ends & floaters for comfort, protection and bar flotation

H) Vario bar end adjustment allows the rider to change the bar length to fine tune steering

i) Fool-proof line connectors eliminates the risk of incorrect flying line connection to the kite

a b C d

e

a) Compact 45mm release handle with debris-flushing design for clean and safe operation

b) trim line handle and integrated sheeting cleat for easy depower adjustment

C) auto positioning Smart loop for quick and easy hooking-in

d) through-the-bar flagging line for maximum safety when activating the Smart loop

e) rotating chicken finger prevents accidental unhooking

Naish’s patented push-away release system sets the standard 
against which all other control bar systems are measured.

The 45mm Smart Loop handle provides immediate release 
for unmatched safety. The handle’s open design allows water 
and debris to flush out and ensures a smooth, reliable release 
every time.

In the Universal Control System version, the Smart Loop 
integrates below-the-bar trimming with a fairlead to ensure 
a smooth adjustment, no matter what angle the trim line 
is pulled. This also orients the trim adjuster in a perfectly 
accessible position.

All features on the Smart Loop are clean and dependable, 
allowing the rider to focus solely on their kiting. 

i

coNtrol systeM technology sMart looP technology

Cb da
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2014tWiN tiPs

MoNarch aNtic alaNadub

MotioN hero orBit

Pro Performance Freestyle Freestyle/Freeride

All-around Freeride Lightwind Freeride

Wakestyle/Cable Hybrid

Performance Freeride

Women’s Freeride/Freestyle
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MoNarch
Sizes:  130x40, 132x41, 134x42

Pro Performance Freestyle

key Features:
• Low Flex F28 = Ideal for medium-to-high speed riding

• Flex Torsion Control = Increased stiffness in both the axial and torsional axis + superior control

• 3-Stage Rocker R8/4/10 = Powerful rocker for fast riding, aggressive pop and a lively feel.

• 3D Step Rails = Thin edges for solid grip.

• 3° Angle Fin Platform = Superior grip

TWin TiPS: MonARCH

apex Binding
(Recommended)

length 130 cm 132 cm 134 cm

width 40 cm 41 cm 42 cm

Fin type 3.8cm G-10 Fins

grab Handle

The Monarch targets riders looking for a state-of-the-art design
with uncompromised freestyle performance in all conditions.

3.8cm g-10 fins

MoNarch
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3˚angle Fin Platform = Superior grip

low Flex 28 = Ideal for medium-to-high speed riding 

Flex torsion control = Increased stiffness in both
the axial and torsional axis + superior control

3-stage rocker r8/4/10 = Powerful rocker for fast riding, aggressive pop and a lively feel.

3d step rails = Thin edges for solid grip

r8r4 r4
r10 r10

3˚3˚

Flex 28

MoNarch technology
key Features:

1) Quadruple exponential Concave 3d bottom
= Superior edging + soft landing + unrivaled drive 

Bottom shaping:

3) Hexa-tunnel tips
= Unmatched edging + increased tip stiffness

2) beveled tunnel edges
= Increased tracking + smooth riding + soft landing

1

2

3

construction:

TWin TiPS: MonARCH

d

Supreme Pop wood Core =
Unmatched reflex characteristics

Full length Carbon top & bottom =
Increased stiffness + superior flex response

High tensile gradated laminates =
Durability + lightweight tips

impact reinforcement Zones =
Diffuses impact throughout the 
board for unmatched durability

a

b

C

d

a

b

C
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dub
Sizes:  132x41, 134x42, 136x43, 138x43

Freestyle/Freeride

key Features:
• Low Flex 32 = Ideal for medium speed riding

• Flex Torsion Control = Increased stiffness in both the axial and torsional axis + superior control

• 3-Stage Rocker R6/3/18 = Chop-eating and forgiving with aggressive pop + back foot directional stability

• 3D Step Rails = Thin edges for solid grip

TWin TiPS: dub

apex Binding
(Recommended)

length 132 cm 134 cm 136 cm 138 cm

width 41 cm 42 cm 43 cm 43 cm

Fin type 3.8cm G-10 Fins

grab Handle

The dub offers riders the best of all worlds... superior freestyle and 
freeride performance with the advantages of a wake-style inspired 
design. This combination delivers insane drive, edging and pop.

3.8cm g-10 fins

dub
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dub technology
TWin TiPS: dub

V

Flat

Flex 32

r6

r18
r3r3

r18

construction:

low Flex 32 = Ideal for medium speed riding 

Flex torsion control = Increased stiffness in both
the axial and torsional axis + superior control

3-stage rocker r6/3/18  = Chop-eating and forgiving with aggressive pop + back foot directional stability

3d step rails = Thin edges for solid grip

key Features:

1) 3d trapezoidal Skid Plates = Superior edging + drive 

Bottom shaping:

4) deep double Channels = Superb grip

2) beveled edges = Forgiving landings

3) Flat Center Section to V tips = Easy sliding 

1

4

2

3

d

Supreme Pop wood Core =
Unmatched reflex characteristics

Full length Carbon top & bottom =
Increased stiffness + superior flex response

High tensile gradated laminates =
Durability + lightweight tips

impact reinforcement Zones =
Diffuses impact throughout the 
board for unmatched durability

a

b

C

d

a

b

C
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aNtic
Sizes:  139x42.5, 142x43

Wakestyle/Cable Hybrid

key Features:
• Low Flex F25 = Ideal for medium riding speed and hitting obstacles

• 3-Stage Rocker R6/3/18 = Chop-eating and forgiving with aggressive pop + back foot directional stability

• Flex Torsion Control = Increased stiffness in both the axial and torsional axis + superior control

• 3D Step Rails = Thin edges for solid grip

TWin TiPS: AnTiC

apex Binding
(Recommended)

length 139 cm 142 cm

width 42.5 cm 43 cm

Fin type 2.0cm G-10 Fins

The Antic is a high performance hybrid TT wakestyle 
board designed for kite and cable park riding.

Designed to be ridden with boots or the Apex 
binding, the Antic is built tough for intermediate 
to advanced wakestyle riders looking to hit kickers, 
sliders and ride hard.

2.0cm g-10 fins

aNtic
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aNtic technology
TWin TiPS: AnTiC

construction:key Features:

Bottom shaping:

1) trapezoidal Skid Plates =
Superior edging + drive + finless riding

low Flex F25 = Ideal for medium riding speed and hitting obstacles

r6

r18
r3r3

r18

2) beveled edges = Forgiving landings

3) Flat Center Section to V tips = Easy sliding 4) deep double Channels =
Superb grip + finless riding

Flex 25

V

Flat

e

F

d

Heavy duty Pop wood Core =
Durability + unmatched reflex characteristics

High tensile gradated laminates =
Durability + lightweight tips

Full length Carbon top & bottom =
Increased stiffness + superior flex response

radiated Carbon V =
Direct force transfer + increased torsional stiffness

impact reinforcement Zones = Diffuses impact
throughout the board for unmatched durability

Sintered base = Scratch resistant

a

b

C

d

d

a

b C

e

F C

3d step rails = Thin edges for solid grip

3-stage rocker r6/3/18 = Chop-eating and forgiving with aggressive pop + back foot directional stability

Flex torsion control = Increased stiffness in 
both the axial and torsional axis + superior control

3

2

4

1
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alaNa
Sizes:  129x38, 132x39

Women’s Freeride/Freestyle

key Features:
• Medium Flex F35 = Ideal for slow to medium speed riding

• 3-Stage Rocker R8/4/10 = Powerful rocker for fast riding + aggressive pop + lively feel

• Flex Torsion Control = Increased stiffness in both the axial and torsional axis + superior control

• 3D Step Rails = Thin edges for solid grip

TWin TiPS: ALAnA

apex Binding
(Recommended)

length 129 cm 132 cm

width 38 cm 39 cm

Fin type 3.8cm G-10 Fins

grab Handle

The Alana is designed for women who want all-around 
freeride, freestyle and TT waveriding versatility. It is 
the most advanced woman-specific board to date.

The Alana’s outline, flex, dimensions and high-end 3D 
shape have all been fine-tuned to respond to lighter 
degrees of rider input.

alaNa

3.8cm g-10 fins
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alaNa technology
TWin TiPS: ALAnA

construction:key Features:

Bottom shaping:

Flex torsion control = Increased stiffness in 
both the axial and torsional axis + superior control

3-stage rocker r8/4/10 = Powerful rocker for fast riding + aggressive pop + lively feel

r8

r10
r4r4

r10

1) beveled edges = Forgiving landings

2) Flat Center Section to Single Concave = Forgiving landings + directional stability

3) off-centered double Concave to Quad Channels =
Superb grip + drive

Flex 35

d

Medium Flex F35 = Ideal for slow to medium speed riding

3d step rails = Thin edges for solid grip

Supreme Pop wood Core =
Unmatched reflex characteristics

High tensile gradated laminates =
Durability + lightweight tips

off-axis Carbon X =
Torsional stability + lightweight

impact reinforcement Zones =
Diffuses impact throughout the
board for unmatched durability

a

a

b
b

C

C

1

2

3

d
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length 134 138 142

width 41 41.5 42

MotioN
Sizes:  134x41, 138x41.5, 142x42

Performance Freeride

key Features:
• Medium Flex F40 = Ideal for slow-to-medium speed riding

• 3-Stage Rocker R7/3/20 = Chop-eating and forgiving rocker + back foot directional stability

• 3D Step Rails = Thin edges for solid grip

• 4° Angle Fin Platform = Superior grip

TWin TiPS: MoTion

apex Binding
(Recommended) grab Handle

The Motion is for riders looking for 
unrivaled versatility in one “do it all” 
design. This board offers everything 
from freeride and freestyle performance 
to twin-tip waveriding functionality.

MotioN

3.8cm g-10 fins

length 134 cm 138 cm 142 cm

width 41 cm 41.5 cm 42 cm

Fin type 3.8cm G-10 Fins
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MotioN technology
TWin TiPS: MoTion

4° angle Fin Platform = Superior grip

r7

r20
r3r3

r20

4˚ 4˚

construction:key Features:

Medium Flex F40 = Ideal for low-to-medium speed riding 

3-stage rocker r7/3/20 = Chop-eating and forgiving rocker + back foot directional stability

3d step rails = Thin edges for solid grip

1) triple Concave 3d bottom = Incredible drive + control

Bottom shaping:

2) beveled tunnel edges = Increased tracking + smooth riding + soft landing 

Flex 4
0

a

b

C
a

b

C

impact reinforcement Zones =
Diffuses impact throughout the board for unmatched durability

High tensile gradated laminates =
Instant flex response + smooth riding

Pop wood Core =
Lightweight + durable

1

2
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length 134 138 142

width 41 41.5 42

hero
Sizes: 135x42, 140x43, 145x43.5

All-around Freeride

key Features:
• High Flex F45 = Ideal for low-to-medium speed riding

• Torsion Laminate = Precision flex control at key areas for superior control

• 3-Stage Rocker R10/4/20 = Most forgiving rocker for early planing and all around control + back foot directional stability

• 3D Step Rails = Thin edges for solid grip

TWin TiPS: HeRo 

digit Binding
(Recommended) grab Handle

The Hero is designed to take riders to the next level and is the 
ideal board for all-around, user-friendly freeride performance.

hero

5.0cm glass fins

length 135 cm 140 cm 145 cm

width 42 cm 43 cm 43.5 cm

Fin type 5.0cm Glass Fins
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hero technology
TWin TiPS: HeRo

torsion laminate = Precision flex control at key areas for superior control  

r10

r20

r4r4

r20

Flex 4
5

3-stage rocker r10/4/20 = Most forgiving rocker for early planing and all around control + back foot directional stability

construction:key Features:

high Flex F45 = Ideal for low-to-medium speed riding

3d step rails = Thin edges for solid grip

1) Single Concave 3d bottom = Easy edging + superb grip 

Bottom shaping:

a

b

C impact reinforcement Zones =
Diffuses impact throughout the board for unmatched durability

a

b

C

High tensile laminates =
Instant flex response + smooth riding

Pop wood Core =
Lightweight + durable

1
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orBit
Sizes:  152x45, 162x46

Lightwind Freeride

key Features:
• Medium Flex F35 = Ideal for slow to medium speed riding

• 3-Stage Rocker R10/8/20 = Low drag early planing + balanced riding

• Angled Center Fin = Upwind performance with minimal drag

• 3D Step Rails = Thin edges for solid grip

• Side-cut Rails = Maximized surface area + back foot grip

• Framework Deck = Lightweight + rigidity

TWin TiPS: oRBiT

apex Binding
(Recommended)

length 152 cm 162 cm

width 45 cm 46 cm

Fin type
5.0cm Glass & 5.0cm 
G-10 Lightwind Fins

grab Handle

The Orbit is designed with a large surface area and low rocker 
for early planing and freeride fun in light wind conditions. 
It features an angled heel side center fin for unmatched 
upwind performance.

It is the ideal twin tip board for riders of any skill level who 
are looking to increase their number of days on the water.

5.0cm glass & 5.0cm g-10 lightwind fins

orBit
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orBit technology

angled center Fin = Upwind performance with 

minimal drag

r10
r20

r8r8
r20

side-cut rails = Maximized surface area + back foot grip

Flex 35

4˚

Framework deck = Lightweight + rigidity

3-stage rocker r10/8/20 = Low drag early planing + balanced riding

key Features:

Medium Flex F35 = Ideal for low-to-medium speed riding

3d step rails = Thin edges for solid grip

1) asymmetrical double Concave = Early water release when edging + grip + planing stability

Bottom shaping:

TWin TiPS: oRBiT

construction:

1

d

d

Supreme Pop wood Core =
Unmatched reflex characteristics

High tensile gradated laminates =
Durability + lightweight tips

Full length Carbon top & bottom =
Increased stiffness + superior flex response

impact reinforcement Zones =
Diffuses impact throughout the
board for unmatched durability

a

a

b b

C

C

C
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tWiN tiP comparisons
Rocker, flex, and outline have a great influence on the riding characteristics of the board 
and all work in relation to each other. these features are all adjusted and balanced to 
the target conditions in which the board is designed to perform.

TWin TiPS: CoMPARiSonS

stiFF - low flex

soFt - HigH flex

a
N

t
icMotioN

center line aNtic

aNtic

MotioN

MoNarch

dub

hero
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aPex BinDinG
TWin TiPS: APex

The Apex is designed with maximum adjustment settings and superior comfort for feet of any 
size and shape.  It is the ultimate ergonomic binding for all styles of twin-tip riding.

X-factor ergo strap = Exclusive fully molded 
footstrap with four adjustment points.  All four 
corners of the strap have precision adjustability 
to adapt to any foot.

Sidewall footbed cushioning = Integrated EVA 
cushions protect the foot from hard surfaces.

light triple density molded footbed = Soft
main foot bed for full shock absorption, highly
textured top layer for maximum grip and an
adjustable heel pad for comfort.

adjustable heel pad durometry = Adjustable 
heel pad hardness to satisfy any rider preference.

Micro duck/angle adjustment = Allows for 
precise duck angle positioning.

adjustable side wing positions = Provides
lateral foot support while keeping a comfortable 
feel. The side wings adjust forward or back to 
ensure perfect strap positioning and fit. 

open frame geometry = Injection molded 
plate encircles the pad to reduce weight and 
provide a direct pad-to-board interface for 
unmatched board feel.
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wide range size adjustment = Dual Velcro ad-
justers easily conform to any foot size and keep 
the upper-strap padding centered on the foot.

injected plate with multiple angle options = 
Allows multiple angle options and foot positioning 
on center or closer to the rail.

Sidewall footbed cushioning = Integrated EVA 
cushions protect the foot from hard surfaces.

angled adjuster side wings = Molded side 
wings set the correct angle on the top of the foot.  
Keeps the strap positioned and provides lateral 
foot support.

Soft ergonomic top-foot interface =
Double density EVA and neoprene interface
for comfort.

High-grip, triple density footbed = Keeps foot 
from slipping out or sliding deeper into the strap.  
Soft in the heel/center section for shock absorp-
tion and firm on the edge for centering the foot.

digit BinDinG
TWin TiPS: DigiT

The Digit was developed with simplicity in mind and features multiple angle options and lateral 
support.  It is a proven design that is easy to use and comfortable for any size foot.
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2014Wave Boards

gloBal

skater

Fish

custoM LE

Performance Wave

All-around Strapless Wave

Lightwind/Wave

Performance Strapless Wave
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gloBal
Sizes:  5’8”, 5’10”, 6’0”, 6’2”

Performance Wave

key Features:
• NeW Increased Tail Kick in Rocker = Tight & snappy turns off the lip

• NeW Thinned Out Rails = Superior control when carving at speed

• NeW Deep Single Concave Bottom = Speed + drive

• NeW Full 3D Double Density Deck Pad = Unmatched comfort + cushioning + traction

• CNC Shape = Absolute precision shaping

• Thruster Fin Set-up = Loose + snappy + control

• Carbon Torsion Cross Fins = Lightweight + optimized flex

WAvE BOARDS: gLoBAL

vario ergonomic footstraps

The Global is designed for riders who demand total confidence 
for powerful strapped or strapless riding in any surf condition.

The Global range is loose and snappy. Thanks to its thruster 
design, it delivers the best combination of speed, control and 
drive regardless of wave size.

Carbon torsion Cross fins

gloBal
length (US) 5’8” 5’10” 6’0” 6’2”

length (Metric) 173cm 178cm 183cm 188cm

width (US) 18” 18” 18 5/8” 18 3/4”

width (Metric) 45.7cm 45.7cm 47.3cm 47.6cm

thickness (US) 2 1/4” 2 3/16” 2 1/8” 2 1/4”

thickness (Metric) 5.7cm 5.6cm 5.4cm 5.7cm

Construction double Bamboo Sandwich deck
+ Surf Skin Bottom
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length (US) 5'4"  5'9"

length (Metric) 163cm 175cm

width (US) 18 5/16" 18 1/2"

width (Metric) 46.5cm 47.0cm

thickness (US) 2 3/16" 2 3/16"

thickness (Metric) 5.6cm 5.6cm

Construction
double Bamboo
Sandwich deck

+ Surf Skin Bottom

skater
Sizes:  5’4”, 5’9”

All-around Strapless Wave

key Features:
• NeWIncreased Tail Kick in Rocker = Tight & snappy turns off the lip

• NeW Full Rails = Loose feel

• NeW Full 3D Double Density Deck Pad = Unmatched comfort + cushioning + traction

• Compact Shape = Control + early planing

• CNC Shape = Absolute precision shaping

• Thruster Fin Set-up = Loose + snappy + control

• Carbon Torsion Cross Fins = Lightweight + optimized flex

WAvE BOARDS: SkATeR

The Skater is designed for kiters who want to ride strapless in 
small, medium and choppy wave conditions.  It also features a 
new full deck pad and the option of riding strapped.

Its compact shape delivers ease and control for early planing, 
snappy turns and strapless airs.

Carbon torsion Cross fins

skater
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length (US) 5'6"

length (Metric) 168cm

width (US) 19 3/4"

width (Metric) 50.2cm

thickness (US) 2 3/8"

thickness (Metric) 6.0cm

Construction
double Bamboo
Sandwich deck

+ Surf Skin Bottom

Fish
Size:  5’6”

Lightwind/Wave

key Features:
• NeW Shape = Stable + maximum floatation + versatile

• NeW Swallowtail = Planing speed + lift + excellent carving

• NeW Increased Tail Kick in Rocker = Tight & snappy turns off the lip

• NeW Full 3D Double Density Deck Pad = Unmatched comfort + cushioning + traction

• CNC Shape = Absolute precision shaping

• Thruster Fin Set-up = Loose + snappy + control

• Carbon Torsion Cross Fins = Lightweight + optimized flex

WAvE BOARDS: FiSH

vario ergonomic footstraps

The Fish is ideal for riders wanting an easy-to-ride, 
early planing board for fun in light-to-moderate winds.

It features a newly designed wide/short shape and 
swallowtail for maximum flotation, extreme stability 
and upwind performance.

Carbon torsion Cross fins

Fish



custoM LE
Size:  5’10”, 6’0”

Performance Strapless Wave

key Features:
• Strapless Configuration = Pure surfing

• High Tail Kick = Tight & snappy turns off the lip

• Thinned Out Rails = Superior control when carving at speed

• Deep Single Concave Bottom = Speed + drive

• CNC Shape = Absolute precision shaping

• 3D Double Density Stomp Pad = Unmatched comfort + traction

• Thruster Fin Set-up = Loose + snappy + control

• Carbon Torsion Cross Fins = Lightweight + optimized flex

WAvE BOARDS: CUSToM Le

The Custom LE are state-of-the-art surf shapes targeted 
for high performance, strapless riders.  The range features 
a high tail kick, deep single concave bottom and thinned 
out rails for true surf performance.

Naish’s exclusive Armor Frame Technology provides 
outstanding shock resistance and durability.

Carbon torsion Cross fins

custoM LE
length (US) 5'10" 6'0"

length (Metric) 178cm 183cm

width (US) 18 5/8" 18 7/8"

width (Metric) 47.3cm 47.9cm

thickness (US) 2 1/4" 2 5/16"

thickness (Metric) 5.7cm 5.9cm

Construction Armor Frame Technology 
+ PU Core
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WAvE BOARDS: ConSTRUCTion
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• double bamboo Sandwich  deck = Maximum durability + minimizes pressure dents

• Surf Skin bottom = Real surfboard feel on water + resilient + firm

• double bamboo Sandwich  deck = Maximum durability + minimizes pressure dents

• Surf Skin bottom = Real surfboard feel on water + resilient + firm

• double bamboo Sandwich  deck = Maximum durability + minimizes pressure dents

• Surf Skin bottom = Real surfboard feel on water + resilient + firm
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Closed Cell Core Closed Cell Core

Closed Cell Core

Strapless impact resistant Heelpatch Strapless impact resistant Heelpatch

Strapless impact resistant Heelpatch

Strapped impact resistant Heelpatch Strapped impact resistant Heelpatch

Strapped impact resistant Heelpatch
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gloBal Fish

custoM leskater
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High tensile Fiberglass High tensile Fiberglass

High tensile Fiberglass

High tensile Fiberglass

double off-Centered Ud Carbon double off-Centered Ud Carbon

armor Frame technology

double off-Centered Ud Carbon

bamboo laminate bamboo laminate

PU Core

bamboo laminate

lightweight Fiberglass lightweight Fiberglass

wood Stringer

lightweight Fiberglass
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Wave Board construction
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MissioN 3dkl Pro

Moto

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Sizes: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Built around our revolutionary 3D internal plate, the Mafia 
is designed for riders that want the most mobility, superior 
fit and support. The bar is built into the streamlined bar pad 
with stabilizer strap to protect the rider. The handle pass leash 
traveler features dual-sided quick releases. Now with our 
exclusive FurTech for added comfort. 

key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• FurTech

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash with quick release

• Dual tension belt

• Low-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer

• 3D Internal Plate

• Soft fabrics

The KL Pro is the perfect harness for aspiring and professional 
freestylers.  A totally new shape that features our 3D internal 
plate.  This harness also features a new simplified “D-Ring” 
leash connection on the side.

key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash with quick release

• Neoprene dual elastic belt

• High-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer

• D-Ring Leash Connection

• 3D Internal Plate

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

The Moto is the ideal harness for freeride and freestyle 
riders. Performance freestyle is about having the freedom 
to move and twist for expressing your personal style of 
riding. The Moto’s pre-formed lower back shaping provides 
amazing lumbar support without compromising the body’s 
range of motion.

key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Dual tension belt

• High-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Integrated spreader bar

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

The Mission 3D features a lightweight low-profile body with a 
new 3D polypropylene plate.  Maximum 3D shaping combined 
with the dual tension belt, conforms to the rider’s body for 
maximum comfort. It is designed for riders looking for a lower 
cut and excellent back support.

key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash with quick release

• Dual tension belt

• Low-back support

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

HARneSSeS

harNesses
MaFia
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key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Dual tension belt

• Low-back support

• FurTech

• Contoured side shape

• Load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft fabrics

key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash

• Low- back support

• Dual tension belt

• Split side load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft leg straps

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

key Features
• Neoprene buckle covers

• Grab handle

• Heavy-duty handle pass leash

• High-back support

• Dual tension belt

• Split side load-spreading patches

• 3D-fit technology

• Click-in spreader bar

• Soft leg straps

• Soft fabrics

• Soft rounded edges

key Features
• Strong front zipper

• Secure zipper closure

• Triple-density impact diffuser

• Soft neoprene skin side and on edges

• Over or under harness fit

• Key pocket with key string

• Ergonomic body shape structure

deFeNder

alaNa

BalaNce

Pro seat

Sizes: XS, S, M, L

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Designed specifically for women, with sizing and 3D shaping 
that follows a woman’s curves perfectly. The Alana features 
our exclusive new FurTech for added comfort.

The Balance is an ergonomically shaped seat harness that 
combines lower back and hip support, with the freedom to 
move. The strategic synch strap placement puts the hook in 
a low position to allow the body full range of motion, while 
supporting the lower back and waist.

The Pro Seat is a high-shaped seat harness with an 
outstanding load spread design. Its bucket seat shape provides 
excellent lower back and hip support for a comfortable ride.

The Defender Vest provides new riders the protection they 
need and gives experienced riders the confidence to push 
the limits. It offers superb impact protection, added float 
and peace of mind. The soft neoprene and large armholes 
allow excellent freedom of motion while still diffusing 
impact with water.

harNesses
HARneSSeS
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HARnESSES: TeCHnoLogy

harNesses technology

3D-fit technology:
Ergonomically curved in the molding process, 
with horizontal/vertical seam shapes to follow 
the shape of your body for maximum support 
and comfort.

Integrated Spreader Bar:
The Spreader Bar is integrated into the structure 
of the harness to protect your ribs and keep it 
securely in place without the need of a bar pad.

coMFort
Soft leg straps:
Extra Soft fabric covers our seat harness 
leg straps, to protect the skin.

Soft fabrics:
All Naish harnesses use soft neoprene or 
tricot interiors for maximum comfort.

Soft rounded edges:
All Naish harnesses have rounded edges 
with padding, for ultimate comfort.

FurTech:
100% virgin Snipe, farm-raised and 
non-GMO fed.

Naish techNologies

Click-in spreader bar:
Click-In technology is utilized to keep the bar 
in place at all times and to allow easy in/out 
(available as a spare part).

Deluxe bar pad with stabilizer:
Soft bar pad, constructed with foam where it 
is in contact with the skin. An extra webbing 
attachment secures the pad to the body of the 
harness to eliminate bar movement.

3D internal plate:
3D ergonomic plate inside the harness 
allows for an even better fit to your back 
and perfect load spread.

Pre-formed back support:
Thermo-formed pieces provide extra padding 
and stiffness for extra back support and an 
ergonomic fit.

Features shaPiNg
Neoprene buckle covers:
Soft neoprene covers prevent kite lines 
from snagging

Grab handle:
Heavy-duty reinforced handles are 
positioned on the lower back of every Naish 
kiteboarding harness, to help in launching 
and towing.

High back:
Extra back support, for maximum load 
spread over the widest surface of your back.

Low back:
Narrower profile, for a lighter feel and 
increased range of motion. Ideal fit for 
smaller riders.

Dual tension belt:
Two levels of tensioning - for a perfect fit 
and a wide range of adjustment.

Contoured side shape:
A curved fit in the hip area eliminates excess 
fabric, for increased lateral movement.

coNstructioN

Load-spreading patches:
Internal and external structural elements 
that help spread the load throughout the 
entire harness.

Heavy-duty handle pass leash:
A PU-coated line runs across the back of the 
kite harness and through a stainless ring - to 
attach your leash to.

Heavy-duty handle pass leash
with quick release:
A PU-coated line runs across the back of 
the harness with dual quick releases on 
each side of the harness.

Neoprene dual elastic abdominal belt:
Dual elastic abdominal belts provide extra 
support, perfect tension, and superb fit - for 
maximum comfort when riding.
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kiteBoardiNg Bags

golf roller Bag

coffin kite

Flat Board Bag

Sizes: 140-160cm, 145-165cm

Sizes: 135-155cm, 145-165cm

Sizes: 135-155cm, 145-165cm

• Might eliminate excess baggage charges
• Holds four kites and two boards
• External pocket for pump & bars
• Polyurethane wheels
• 20cm extension

• Holds two kites and one board
• Removable polyurethane wheels
• 20cm extension
• Compartment for fins

• Top panel zipper opening for rail protection
• 20cm extension
• Compartment for fins

BAGS: kiTeBoARDing BAgS 

custom Bag

double custom Bag

Body Bag

Sizes: 5’7” (174cm), 6’1” (188cm), 6’6” (202cm)

Sizes: 5’7” (174cm), 6’2” (191cm)

Size: 190L (50gal)

• Reflective foil for heat and sun protection
• Top panel zipper opening for rail protection
• Room to leave fins on the board
• Compartment for fins & wax pocket

• Holds two waveboards and up to three kites
• Extra-thick padding
• Separate compartments for fins, control bars & wax
• Reflective foil for heat and sun protection

• Call it a camping bag at the airport and
   you may avoid excess luggage fees
• Super light, large bag - carries up to
   five kites and two twintips 
• Extra tool pocket
• Heavy-duty bottom panel
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super large roller Bagairline roller Bag

duffle Bag

Toiletry KitWallet

Small (Vol. 44L) Large (Vol. 60L)  Volume: 86L  

Size: 100L

Designer Backpack

girls Beach tote

Cruiser Backpack Large

travel organizer

Skull Backpack

Volume: 36L

Volume: 30L

Volume: 42L

Messenger Laptop Bag

• Laptop compartment

• Extra padded laptop section

• Multiple compartments

• FurTech shoulder straps

• Extra padded laptop section

• Laptop compartment

• TSA approved butterfly-   

   style laptop compartment

• FurTech shoulder straps

• FurTech shoulder straps

• Detachable TSA approved    

   clear liquid pouch

• Extra light design

• Skate wheels

• Double deck design with load spread

• Centipede strap (connect multiple bags together)

• Extra light design

• Skate wheels

• Double deck design with load spread

• Centipede strap (connect multiple bags together)

Volume: 24L

BAGS: TRAVeL BAgS 

Features

On Golf bag,  Airline Roller Bag and Super Large Roller Bag

skate wheels heavy duty zipper

centipede strap

Plastic = Will never rust

Connect multiple bags together

On Airline Roller Bag and Super Large Roller Bag

travel Bags
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©2013 Naish International. A division of Nalu Kai, Incorporated.
All product specifications are subject to change without notice.
Naish reserves the right to not sell all products in certain countries.
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